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PRICE — SE V E N CENTS

M ike and Dial Conducts Survey,
M ay

Tuition Jump To Aid University’s
Broadcast Commercially Soon
‘Serious Financial Situation’

A special survey is being conducted
on campus this week by Mike and Dial
members regarding the campus radio
station, W M D R . All campus housing
units as well as fraternities and soror
ities are scheduled for the survey.
Material from the survey will be
concerned with the operation of the
radio station. Questions on the special
prepared sheets to be filled out by stu
dents will cover the types of programs
preferred, radio broadcast times, and
the general attitude toward the station.
The questionnaire was prepared by
a Mike and Dial committee appointed
to investigate the possibilities of the
station going into commercial broad
casting. As a part of the committee’s
work they plan to get a picture of who
listens, when, and what they prefer.
Included in the question sheet are
some eight questions dealing with the
types of musical shows which may be

preferred, as well as news coverage,
quiz shows, interviews, sports events,
drama, talent shows, and panel discus
sion type productions. A lso the quality
of the W M D R signal is checked and
the opinions of students regarding
commercial broadcasting by the sta
tion;.

“ The U niversity is faced with a serious financial situation. In order to maintain the present quality
of our present program , we must have funds for higher salaries, the construction of a new library, and
for supplies and equipment. W e have taken a long, hard and realistic look at the U niversity’s finances.
W ith real regret we concluded that som e of the needed funds must com e from an increase in the
tuition rates.
*
E veryone of us wants this U niversity to be first-rate in quality and in reputation. T h e tuition
Farrington Truell, chairman of the
increase is necessary in order to maintain a great university. A second-rate institution is a waste of
special Mike and Dial committee to in
vestigate commercialization, has re m oney and effort.
quested the cooperation of all in
filling out the questionnaires. W M D R
officials state that only if Mike and
Dial radio can get a clear picture of
their audience and its likes and dis
likes can they accurately plan future
program schedules to meet the tastes
by Bob Page
of the campus. They hope that the re
Carnival Play and Snow Sculptures are the highlights in the
sults of this special survey will help in
the formation of a new program sched news from O uting Club’s 1955 W in ter Carnival Com m ittee this
ule and improved programming for the week. Plans for the Carnival, to be held here Feb. 10-13, are shapingup fast, and 1955’s edition should be one of the biggest and best ever.
second semester.

Light Comedy, Heavy Sculptures
H ighlig ht O .C . W in te r Carnival

Carnival Play— Comedy
“ Bell, Book, and Candle” is a light,
bright, fast moving comedy of witchcraft
in present day New York. Lili Palmer
and Rex Harrison starred in the play
on Broadway, where it ran for over a
year. The stars took the play on tour
successfully, and are now in London for
the current season.
Witchcraft seems to fit in well with
the Carnival theme, “ Mythical Magic.”
Director J. Donald Batchelder says pro
gress on the play is steady and that the
cast seem to fit their parts with a great
deal of natural ability. The play will be
presented both Wednesday and Saturday
during Winter Carnival.
Switching to the second item of big
news, the Snow Sculptures, by truck, by
shovel, and by the grace of the weather
man, will rise once again to grace the
lawns of our campus.
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A N N U A L C H R ISTM AS CO NCERT was presented by the music department, department of the arts, speech di
vision of the English department, and the Dance Club on December 15 and 16. Above, the Men’s Glee Club under the
direction of Mr. Robert Garretson sings one of its numbers. “ Toyland” was the 1954 concert theme, and the whole per
formance was under the general direction of Prof. Karl H. Bratton. Recordings of the Men’s Glee club were broad
cast coast-to-coast on December 17 over Mutual, and the Concert Choir broadcast coast: to—coast over CBS on Christ
mas Day. The Concert Choir was the only university choir chosen by CBS to be released on Christmas Day itself. It
has presented similar broadcasts for several years coast-to-coast. Annual presentation of the Christmas Concert ended
the holiday season on campus.

Jazz, Dance, Hockey, Spotlight Carnival
Tentative schedule for the 1955
U N H W inter Carnival has been made
by Blue Circle, the governing body of
the Outing Club. The carnival will be
gin Thursday, Feb. 10 and end Sunday,
Feb. 13.
Jazz Concert Thursday
The highlighting events Thurs. in
clude a Carnival M ovie in the early
evening follow ed by the annual torch
light parade to
the winning men’ s
snow sculpture. A jazz concert will
then take place at New Hampshire
Hall. T w o of the features will be the
Salamanders and Dartmouth’s Injuneers.
Ski events and skating races will
begin the day on Friday at 1:30. A var
sity basketball game with U. Conn.

will follow at 3:00 and a freshman
hockey game with New Ham pton at
3:30. In the early evening the freshmen
will play a basketball game with the
Dartmouth freshmen. Climaxing the
evening will be the carnival ball with
the crowning of the queen.
Hockey Against Tufts
Saturday’s events will include cross
country ski races in the morning, and
a varsity hockey game with Tufts m
the afternoon. In the evening there will
be the annual carnival play, “ Bell,
Book and Candle.” Also, later in the
evening there will be house and notch
dances.
A ski trip to Belknap or to best
snow conditions will take place on
Sunday.

Final Exams

Scheduled Doom Descends;
F o rtn ig h t o f Grace Remains
by Dave Proper

T h e final examination period for this semester will begin on
M onday, Jan. 17, and will last through. Friday, Jan. 28. T h e sched
ule of examination sections is published in the U niversity official
Bulletin of the U niversity of N ew H am pshire Catalogue Issue.

X-Ray Film Proves Faulty;
Re-Takes O rdered For Some
Due to a series of difficulties, a large
number of the chest x-rays taken at
ithe University before vacation were
imperfect and unusable by the State
Department of Health, it was recently
announced by Edward J. Jensen, Sur
vey Supervisor, Bureau of Communi
cable Disease Control.
R e—takes of the x —rays will be
taken on Janurary 10 and 11 by the
mobile x-ray unit in front of New
Hampshire Hall from 10 a.m. until
4 p.m.
Letters have been sent to the per
sons for whom new x-rays will be re
quired. The department explained in
their letters that it was necessary to re
take the x-rays due to unsatisfactory
film and not because any of the x-rays
were unsatisfactory .

Student Senate passed a regulation in
March 1954 that each department give
student grades on his request at the dis
cretion of the instructor. Some professors
will publish grades as do some depart
ments, others will send grades if the stu
dents present a postcard stamped and
addressed for the purpose.
University rules demand instructors to
pass in grades to the Recorder’s Office
within 48 hours after the completion of
the final examination.
Library hours for the examination
period will be available to students soon,
and will remain the same during the
entire two-week period of examinations.
Final examinations this semester will
be of the three-hour length as has been
the rule in the past. The newly proposed
three two-hour examinations will not go
into effect until next year.

Sculpture Rules
A partial list of the rules for Snow
Sculpture this year is as follow s: 1. All
should be constructed around the Winter
Carnival
theme,
“ Mythical
Magic” .
(There are thousands of myths from anci
ent days on so that subjects should be
quite meaty. The characters involved in
myths are usually quite picturesque so
therefore they would be quite suitable for
snow sculptures.) 2. The sculptures will
be judged on'the basis of workmanship,
artistic effect, originality, and adaptation
to the Winter Carnival theme. (The
names of this years judges will be ann
ounced at a later date.) Other rules will
be published at a later date.
Each entering housing unit should get
in touch with Ginny Wiegard, (Phi Mu
(Continued on Page 8)

Professor Holden, O n Fulbright,
Hailed as “ G re a t W hite Father”
Professor John T. H olden, chairman of the governm ent depart
ment, has experienced more thrills since June than m ost men have
in a lifetime. H is Fulbright Scholarship first flew him b y w ay of
Hawaii and the Philippine Islands to H ong Kong where he stayed
a few days before com pleting his journey to Thailand. H is plane

Official Notices
A ll students are responsible
o f n otices appearing here.

fo r

know ledge

Registration for Semester II, 195455, for new students, for students who
have been re-admitted for Semester
II, and for students who did not pre
register, will be held on January 11, 12,
and 13, 1955, in 101 Thom pson Hall
from 8-12 a.m. and from 1-3:30 p.m.
Please register during this period if
you are within reasonable distance of
the campus. Otherwise you will have
to register on January 31 when condi
tions will not be as favorable in the
R ecorder’s office and when it will be
more difficult to have satisfactory con
ferences with your advisers.
Seniors. A tentative list of students
who expect to complete their require
ments for graduation at the close of
Semester I of this year has been
posted. W ill all students who expect to
have their names on this list please ex
amine it carefully and advise Mrs.
Townsend in the R ecorder’s office of
any errors or omissions.
Reminder. Applications to take the
Language
Reading
Examinations
(Tuesday, January 11, 12:50 p.m .
must be filed by 4:30 on January 7.
Lost and Found. University janitors
in classroom buildings are instructed to
hold found articles in their buildings
for one week. During this time lost ar
ticles may be recovered from the jan
itors. A t the end of a week, any un
claimed articles are delivered to the
Lost and Found Department in the
University Bookstore.
In the dormitories, janitors turn
over found articles immediately to the
House Director from whom they may
be recovered by the loser.

passed over Indo-China while war was
still raging. Since he landed in Bangkok
and began teaching Public Administration
at the University of Chulalokorn, Prof.
Holden has had to adjust to a new and
exciting life.
Prof. Holden lives in his own house
and has four private servants which isn’t
unusual in the ennervating yet unhygienic
country. He finds that the most difficult
adjustment to make concerns the eating
habits of the natives. It isn’t unusual to
have a lizard or bug, that has been crawl
ing across the ceiling fall in your soup.
Although the general in charge of the
police has invited him to parties, his inriuence didn’t save him from getting a
ticket for leaving his small English Ford
in the wrong place.
Prof. Holden has not only been enter
tained by a prince, and has been an
honored guest at an Army parade, but
he has also journeyed into the heart of
the elephant country where he was hailed
as the Great White Father. On one trip
to Singapore, he had to crouch down out
of sight while traveling through Malaya
since communists guerrillas will snipe
at any white man.
Profs. Kuusisto and Knapp of the gov
ernment department still laugh at the
story of an experience j oining a swimming
club. As soon as Prof. Holden set foot on
the beach howls of laughter broke out
from the brown-skinned natives. A crowd
soon gathered and spent all afternoon
comenting on and laughing at every move
“ the one in the white skin” made.
Before every lecture, Prof. Holden has
his text mimeographed and distributed to
his Siamese students. There seems to be
a shortage of textbooks and materials
and this might help to account for the
inferior, in Prof. Holden’s opinion, train
ing the college students receive.
When he return^ the professor hopes
to come by way of India, and then visit
Europe, especially England where he was
born and which he left while very young,
(continued on page 8)

W e have not lost sight of our obliga
tion to provide a good education to stu
dents of limited means. The Trustees have
voted to increase scholarship funds by
15% of the total of new income. No stu
dent need be denied an opportunity to
enter U N H or continue his studies here
because of the increase in tuition.
It remains now for the General Court
to add the additional funds for our re
duced request. With those funds, we can
be sure that the quality o f-U N H will
not suffer in the two years ahead.”
This statement by Mr. Edward D.
Eddy, Jr., administrative officer of the
University set the scene for the announced
tuition raise.
Effective September 1955 tuition
rates for the University will g o up $50.
for in-state students and $100. for outof-state students. Mr. Edward D.
Eddy Jr., administrative officer of the
University recently made the an
nouncement, and added that the move
was made “ reluctantly” by the school.
Under the new tuitional rates New
Hampshire students will pay $300 tui
tion and out-of-state students -600.
This action places the University in
the “ very top bracket of tuition
charges
among
state universities
throughout the nation,” Mr. Eddy
commented.
To Raise Pay
The hike in rates was made, Mr.
Eddy explained in a news release, to
raise faculty salaries to a “ competitive
level with other comparable institu
tions and to make available additional
funds for long-needed supplies and
equipment.” He went on to add the in
creased income was to meet part of the
cost of “ perserving the present high
quality of the university offerings” and
the construction of the new library.
A t the same time the Board of Trus
tees has announced that scholarship
funds for New Hampshire students
will be raised 15 per cent of the total
of the new income so that “ no qualified
student will be denied admission for fi
nancial reasons” .
Increased Income
The new rates will provide an ad
ditional $161,585 for the school in 1956
plus $28,515 reserved for scholarship
aid. The added new income plus the
postponement of the first payment on
the requested bond issue for the new
library until 1956 will make the
amount requested of the new Legisla
ture for 1955-57 $541,784 it was an
nounced by Mr. Eddy.
Continued Position
Mr. Eddy further stated that in spite
of the high position which the new
rates place the University among other
state universities, it will “ enable U N H
to continue operating as a first-rate
state university, provided that the L eg
islature finds it possible to supply ad
ditional funds for the now reduced re
quest from the university.” The initial
request from the Legislature was an
additional $972,622 for the next bien
nium, Mr. Eddy remarked.

Mask and Dagger
Readies Workshop
Mask and D agger’s annual W ork
Shop Plays, one of the winter pro
grams of the dramatics organizaztion,
are scheduled for Jan. 13 and 14.
The first of the three one-act plays,
“ Farewell T o LoVe” , by Florence R yerson and Colin Clements, will provide
a half hour of light, brisk comedy. It
is an exhibition of the talents of tw o
people and was originally done as a
radio piece starring Don Am ece and
Marian Hopkins. The scene of the
play is a theater dressing room ; the
time is midnight. Don Hamel will play
the role of Stacy Boone, and Ann
Chase will act the part of Myra
Kenyon.
“ M oony’s Kid D on ’t C ry ” , the sec
ond on the program, is one of the most
talked-about and most representative
of Tennessee W illiam ’s one-act plays.
T h e setting is a tenement house in a
North Mid-western city. The story
centers around a lumberjack who
never had much of an education but
nevertheless has a certain artistic sensitiviety. Suddenly ^e finds himself
caught in the big city with a wife and
child, frustrated and longing for the
freedom of the wide open spaces. The
play is more serious than the pre
ceding one. Clifforl Richer plays the
part of Boone, the lumberjack, and
Carol Anne Martin, the part of his
wife.
(continued on page 8)
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Chance To Brag
W ith Mr. E d d y’s announcem ent of the tuition raise new stormheads of protest will undoubtedly break forth from the student body.
Returning from a gala Christmas we probably feel more im poverished
than ever and the news seems even more alarming than it would
at som e other time of the year. A n ythin g more than tw o bits for
cigarettes looks like a fortune right about now. Therefore, it is
natural and understandable that new financial demands do not sound
a happy note for the new year.
But are our protests entirely reasonable?
W e demand a lot from the U niversity. W e want a top-notch
faculty, new buildings (and rem em ber that they are goin g up right
n ow with many, many more planned for the immediate future), we
want a library that keeps pace with the U niversity’s grow th and
dozens of other things that need m oney to be reality.
A side from these immediate wants, the state demands som e
thing of the U niversity. It must provide extension courses and work
throughout the length and breadth of N ew Hampshire. Th'e budget
takes a continual beating.
T h e tuition we are paying n ow does not cover even one half of
the education costs that each one of us run up. T he state pays the
rest of the m oney on the theory that they are providin g for the N ew
H am pshire leaders of tom orrow .
W ith ou t g oin g into wearisom e statistics, let us accept the the
fact that U niversity needs money. If the state, which doesn’t have
any oil wells or gold mines to supplement its budget, can not supply
that necessary m oney, the people w ho receive the benefits of the
U niversity must supply it. Besides, you can brag that you g o to
one of the m ost expensive state universities in the country.

1955

Crowds pushing and m obbin g in Tim es Square, people goin g
to parties where they will drink too much, or congregating with
friends where they w ill talk too much — and people very conscious
o f the time all of a sudden, while they wait in groups for the hands
of the clock to m ove on to twelve, as though there was strength in
numbers, and perhaps we need support at such an historic moment.
T h e story repeats itself across A m erica and across the w orld
every Dec. 31. W e celebrate because another year has passed and
another is to begin, and the minutes in between have suddenly be
com e a suspension of the present that divides tw o years.
W e shall undoubtedly start each Jan. 1 with a headache, and
be too tired to care much which year we are in. It is a national habit
to get noisy the night before and to watch the Tim es Square spec
tacle on T .V . where the com m entators make the banal remarks that
they made the year before, and the year before that. But overlooking
the outward form s of ringing in 1955, this year does feel different
from any previous new year. It doesn’t have the same newness at
all because we have been anticipating it since 1951. Then, as we
donned our beanies, ’55 seemed as far off and incom prehensible as
the next century. W e were the class of ’55, (although we sometimes
w ondered if we ever w ould be seniors).
P robably twenty years hence we shall have to think a bit be
fore we remember which year we graduated from college, and other
things will assume importance. N ow , ’55 is earmarked. In our present
state of post celebration, we hope it will be a g ood year. June is
suddenly approaching very rapidly.

Education In India
B y Subhash Chandra Datta
The Constituion o f the Republic of
India, which came into force on and from
Jan. 26, 1950, has provided for compul
sory and free education for all children
in the age-group of six to fourteen. In
India, a boy or a girl is admitted to the
primary school when he or she is six
years old. Primary schooling usually
lasts for four years. The next_ phase be
gins with high school which cover
courses for another seven years. After
graduating from the high school, the stu
dents can enroll themselves in the uni
versity or may enter technical or voca
tional schools. The duration of the uni
versity education is four years for Bach
elor’s degree and six years for Master’s
degree. In the technical or vocational
school, a student can earn a diploma in
a course of three or four year’s time.
India has evolved a new scheme of edu
cation termed Basic Education. Of five
hours and thirty minutes daily work, a
student devotes, under this scheme, three
hours and twenty minutes to learning
some basic crafts like spinning, weaving
etc. Side by side with this creative work,
the students are encouraged to learn from
books. The income received from the sale
of the articles made by students proceed
to augument the finances of the Basic
Schools. This system stresses the eco
nomic side of our life at the sacrifice of
cultural aspect. But it is designed to
eradicate illiteracy and poverty from our
land and has great value in India.

Another facet of the educational re
form in India is the provision for mobile
libraries and mobile schools. Moreover,
working adults can attend night schools
and can become literate.
The students of India are interested in
politics. The reason for this is not far
to seek. They took part in their country’s
independence movement and this entailed
their picketing government schools and
going on strike. At present, the admin
istrative officers of schools, colleges and
universities face problems in controlling
the behavior of students who live in cer
tain quarters under communist influence.
The classroom atmosphere in India de
pends upon the tpye of teacher. There is
much more informality in the American
institutions than in Indian institutions.
Our students find ample opportunities to
participate in extracurricular activities,
but the extent of participation varies from
one school to another.
India, having a population of 376 million
is confronted with obstacles of tremendous
magnitude in trying to achieve the goal of
free and compulsory education. These
obstacles include lack of buildings, lack
of trained teachers, shortage of books and
equipments and dispersion of the huge
population into 500,000 villages. With the
passage of time, these obstacles will dis
appear and we will become one-hundred
per cent literate.

C fje J lc t o f ) a m p s f ) t t e
Thinking of the University and Dur
ham seems an odd pastime during va
cation because vacations seem to have
been instituted for the sole purpose of
forgetting. Nevertheless, at home the
far-away University and town take on
a new meaning and really become our
University and our Durham in a way
we never thought possible.
N o one at home seems to understand
the University as we do and there is
much explaining to be done. Sometime
during the vacation we are sure to
meet those people who look down on
"that school over in Durham ,” and an
other questionner asks, “ W ell, what’s
goin’ on over there anyway, askin’ for
all that money, can’t you make ends
m eet?” and we have to explain once
again about our school and how it is
run. There may also be some who are
thinking of next year and college; for
them we set ourselves to “ sell” our
university.
There are other reasons why we may
think of the University during vaca
tion. There is that term paper still un
finished, the book unread, and the pro
ject not completed, and the cold sweat
at the very thought of finial exami
nations.
Sopiehow at home we can see our
college career in a new prospective.
W e gain an over-all view impossible in
Durham. Just how much Durham is a
universe apart really comes home to
us, and we begin to realize that there
is a whole world waiting outside.
It is good to get away for a rest
every so often, and also to take stock
of how far we have come and how far
we have yet to go. Vacations serve
many purposes and this is one of the
most significant. Such a check-up pic
ture of ourselves against the back-drop
of the old home town we can never
make during the school year nor in the
summer as we can on a college vaca
tion period. It is one of vacation’s
more valuable facets.
*
*
*
There remains now just one (1)
week, seven days, till the end of the
semester and finals. The pinch really
begins to show as the “ midnight o il”
begins to blaze from Oyster River to
the Greenhouses. W ell, remember it’s
just another in a long line of examina
tion periods for the professors and an
other lap in the race for us. If these are
to be your first finals, don’t panic! if
these are your last, don’t be over-con
fident; and if you are in the middleground, remember this is the time to
raise last semester’s point average if
ever you are going to do it!
Looks like a good many of the cam
pus organizations will be holding elec
tions soon. Seniors will “ retire” to
make way for new campus leaders.
The class of 1955 will soon be as much
remembered as the ivy on T -H a ll’s
walls and last year’s biology final.
Well, time passes, and “ this too shall
pass aw ay.”

The Crisis
President A. W hitney Griswold o f
Y ale stated recently that the crisis m
our schools “ casts a lengthening sha
dow over our colleges and universi
ties.’ ” In his annual report he said that
the crisis would have to be met in the
classrooms of the liberal arts colleges.
President Griswold renewed his ap
peal for a “ Stronger representation of
the liberal arts among teachers and
students as well as among parents,
school boards, and taxpayers” , which,
he said, was necessary to a true per
ception of our educational needs.
He went on to e x p lw i that the R e
port “ is not a scheme for speeding up
college for everyone but a concept of
giving everyone the greatest possible
educational advantages in the four
years available for such purposes— the
idea being not to do the same in less
time but better in the same tim e.” The
collorary to this undergraduate pro
gram is Y ale’s Master of Arts in
Teaching, designed to train liberal arts
college graduates for seconday school
teaching, accoding to the Yale pres
ident.
“ W e propose to train candidates for
secondary school teaching under lib
eral arts auspices. This means that the
responsibility for the training devolves
upon our regular departments of in
struction in the Faculty of Arts and
Sciences,” he said, adding that he con
sidered this possibly the “ most valu
able contribution Yale can make
toward relieving the crisis in American
secondary education.”
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The Courage to be Patient
It will probably be accepted that T h e O bserver is not a fancier
of the E isenhow er Adm inistration. T he present Governm ent has long
seemed to him som ething like a concert in which because everyone
is soloist no one is, and no one really know s what score is being
played. It has often occurred to him that the Republicans seem less
anxious to sell their own product than to retire their com petitor’s.
The President, master of straddling strives valiantly to unite the
19th and 20th centuries within the GOP
Enriched by Mr. Nixon’s four-in-hand an overwhelming vote o f . confidence, the
adjectives, Mr. Wilson’s folksy blurbs, Anglo-American alliance received medi
and Mr. Humphrey’ s illusion that a bal cation, and China lost heavily in the eyes
anced budget amounts to a row of pins of the world. The final outcome of the
in an unbalanced world, the Government U.N. action is still pending, but already
skips along from one crow pie to another. President Eisenhower’s policy of patience
But at a recent press conference has been rewarded handsomely in West
President Eisenhower was magnifi- ern unity.
The problem of China shows perhaps
cant. W ith clarity, the President sug
gested an entirely new, and I think en m ore clearly than any problem the cru
tirely correct tone in U.S. foreign pol cial necessity for patience in international
icy, that I believe has not been given affairs.
Let’s briefly analyze the situation there.
the attention and support it deserves.
Mr. Eisenhower’s statement was sev W e have a Communist government in
eral years overdue, and its issuance effective control of the Chinese mainland.
must surely be as great a com fort to Whatever countries may or may not
our allies as it is filled with hope for recognize him, Mao is there; he’s in con
trol ; he’s probably going to be there for
man’s future.
Marking the division of the world into a while.
Communist China does not like us. Con
two camps, the President stated that
man’s hope lies in actions that lead him ditioned by years of hatred of Western
toward peace rather than war. Careful imperialism since our gunboats first
lest we seem to appease or surrender opened up her ports, and conditioned now
principle, Mr. Eisenhower said, we must by her_ dependence on Soviet Russia,
be steady, “ and refuse to be goaded into China is oriented violently against us.
(unwise) actions”
Daily her press, radio and government
Communist strategy is to con q u er1officials fulminate against our “ war-monthe world by dividing the W est. “ N ow SermS capitalism. Our airmen are imfor us there are tw o courses, and here Prisoned> 0U1j clergymen persecuted, our
I should like, in a way, to talk a little j government insulted,
bit personally ;In many ways the easy I . Our immediate and natural reaction
course for a President, for the A d m in -! is one of anger. W e experience a desire
istration is to adopt a truculent, pub- j to retaliate, to blockade the _Chinese
licly bold, almost insulting attitude. |coast, to force Peking to submission, to
N ow I want to make quite clear that Pu* these bandits in their place. M orwhen one accepts the responsibilities ahly, perhaps, our reaction is not withof public office, he can no longer give out basis. But strategically, it is most
expression freely to such things; he i unsound and most unproductive, for if
has got to think of the results. Now, |we T ere to carr,y these threats into
that (a truculent approach would be practice we should soon find ourselves
the easy w ay” because it leads toward involved in a situation infinitely worse
war, which creates an almost “ exhilirat- than the one we sought to correct,
ing” national unity and fervor. “ But . . .
Moreover, we must ask ourselves if
I have also had the job of writing letters
could _m fact carry these threats
of condolence by the hundreds, by the j mt° practice. Could we, in fact, retalithousands, to bereaved mothers and wives, a*-e - D ° the advocates of retaliation
. . . . Now that is a very sobering ex- propose an H -bom b war, which sugperience, and it means that if we are going gests human suicide? D o the advocates
over to take such a fateful decision as j ° f aA invasion of the Chinese mainland
leads us one step toward war, let us, by j by Chiang s troops believe that this mno means, do it in response to our human: vasion could succeed, even with Am eremotions of anger and resentment, b u t. 1?an aicy Does anyone really believe
let’s do it after we have prayerfully con that with the existing defiency in
sidered it, and fund as (President W ood American manpower, and the demora
row) Wilson expressed it, ‘no other lized condition of Chiang’s troops, we
could achieve a conclusive victory on
means of protecting our rights.’
“ Let us recognize that we owe it to the vast land mass of China, when the
ourselves and to the world to explore best we could get in Korea was astaleevery possible means of settling differ mate? Such an American involvement
ences before we even think of such a thing stalemate? Such an Amlrican involvement
in Asia would surely weaken Western
as war.
“ And the hard way is to have the striking power elsewhere in the world,
courage to be patient, tirelessly to seek and swing the balance of uncommitted
out every single avenue open to us in nations decidedly against us.
Can we, in fact, successfully impose a
the hope even finally of leading the
other side to a little better understand blockade of the Chinese coast? I do not
ing of the honesty of our intentions.” think so. W e should have to consider at
I have quoted this statement at length least these factors about such a block
not only because it is in the poignant ade: (1) its possibility in view of China’s
accents of greatness, not only because it vast coastline; (2) its effectiveness in
is a significant policy statement of the view of China’s preponderant trade with
senior partner in the Western coalition, the Soviet Union over land routes; (3)
but because it is an approach to interna- l
effect on the coalition of the Western
tional affairs that I think we could all nations, which pursue varying Far East
ern
policies; (4) its relation to the
take profitably to our hearts. It is im
portant to note that the President was Chinese-Soviet Pact which would logical
speaking when Peking first announced its ly become operative if China were to be
detention of 13 Americans. At that time, subjected to a naval attack by the United
you will remember, there were many States; and (5) the ever-threatening pos
people, given voice by Senator Knowland, sibility of an H-bomb war resulting from
who were demanding a blockade of China, our act.
As President Eisenhower has sug
or other retaliatory action against Peking.
Mr. Eisenhower overruled a blockade as gested, every action we take must be
an act of war, issued this conciliatory carefully weighted as to consequences.
message, and submitted the issue to the W e must coolly determine whether our
(continued on page 6)
U.N., where the American position won

T he N ew H am pshire is going international. N ot only are we
being regularly translated into Spanish, but our subscription list
has addresses ranging from San Francisco to Paris.
U nfortunately it isn’t our sparkling prose, sharp photographs
or classy typography that has attracted this w orld wide renown. It
is a class in Spanish 13 that uses T h e N ew H ampshire to practice
on every Friday m orning and it is the U niversity’s faithful alumni
that keep us goin g around the country. T he Paris address is that
of Dean M oss w ho has been there on sabbatical leave.
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Wilfred A. Benson Moss Leaves Plane
Just Before Crash

Wilfred A. Benson, a freshman at
the University died when an auto
mobile in which he was riding
crashed into an embankment and
was hurled into a shallow canal in
Concord on December 28,
Benson was recently discharged
from the United States Air Force
and had entered the University last
September in the freshman class.
He was a member of the Newman
Club and a resident of Engelhardt
Hall.

Mr. Richards Serving
Local Draft Board
Mr. Donald H. Richards, Placement
officer of the University has been
named member if the Selective Ser
vice Local Board No. 9 of Strafford
County, it was announced on D ecem 
ber 13 by John H. Greenaway, State
Director of Selective Service.
Mr. Richards was a resident of Exe
ter and formally served with the Selec
tive Service board on Rockingham
County. He is advisor on military af
fairs to students of the University.
Serving with other members of the
board, the offices will be located in the
City Hall at D over. The board com 
prises five members and tw o office per
sonnel.

Dean Herbert J. M oss and his fam
ily were am ong the nine persons who
escaped possible death when they left
an Italian airliner in Boston before the
plane crashed in New Y ork harbor D e
cember 18. Dean M oss was returning
to America to spend Christmas; lie is
on sabbatical leave in Europe.
Dean Moss, his wife, and their three
children spent Christmas in the home
of Mrs. M oss’ mother in Wakefield,
Massachusetts. They left the ill-fated
airliner at Logan International airport
only hours before the plane crashed
killing 26 persons outside New Y ork ’s
Idlewild International Airport.
Commenting on the trip Dean M oss
remarked, “ It was a wonderful, smooth
flight all the way. The ride was com 
fortable and the landings at Shannon
and Gander, as well as Boston, were
excellent.”
Dean M oss is a native of New Y ork
and was appointed Dean of the Uni
versity graduate school two years ago.
Hfe joined the University faculty in
1946 after teaching at various junior
colleges. W ith his family he left for
Europe and a year’s study in Septem
ber and sailed for Paris where he has
spent most of his time. The family has
also visited Rome. Dean M oss was
instrumental in the foundation of the
University chapter of Phi Beta Kappa
last year, and has served as local chap
ter president.

On Pampas

with
M axfih u kan

( Author o f “ B arefoot B oy With Cheek,” etc.)

SCIENCE MADE SIMPLE: No. 1
In this day and age, as I like to call it, everybody should know
something about science. Unfortunately, however, the great majority
of us are majoring in elocution, and we do not get a chance to take
any science. But we can at least learn the fundamentals.
Though this column is intended to be a source of innocent merri
ment for all sexes and not to concern itself with weighty matters,
I have asked the makers of Philip Morris whether I might not from
time to time use this space for a short lesson in science. “ Makers,’
I said to them, “ might I not from time to time use this space for a
cVi/ivf* lpcjQnn "in
“ Bless you, lad!” cried the makers, chuckling. “ You may cer
tainly use this space from time to time for a short lesson in science.
They are very benign men, the makers, fond of children, small
animals, community singing, and simple country food. Their benevo
lence is due in no small measure to the cigarettes they smoke, for
Philip Morris is a cigarette to soothe the most savage of breasts. I
refer not only to the quality of the tobacco — which, as everyone
knows, is amiable, humane, and gracious — but also to the quality
of the package. Here is no fiendishly contrived container to fray the
fingernails and rasp the nerves. Here, instead, is the most simple
of devices: you pull a tab, a snap is heard, and there, ready at hand,
are your Philip Morris Cigarettes. Strike a match, take a puff, and
heave a delicious little rippling sigh of pure content.
So, with the cordial concurrence of the makers, I will from time to
time devote this column to a brief lesson in science.
Let us start today with chemistry. It is fitting that chemistry
should be the first of our series, for chemistry is the oldest of sciences,
having been discovered by Ben Franklin in 123 B.C. when an apple
fell on his head while he was shooting the breeze with Pythagoras
one day outside the Acropolis. (The reason they were outside the
Acropolis and not inside was that Pythagoras had been thrown out
for drawing right triangles all over the walls. They had several
meetings outside the Acropolis, but finally Franklin said, “ Look,
Pythagoras, this is nothing against you, see, but I’m no kid any more
and if I keep laying around on this wet grass with you, I’m liable
to get the break-bone fever. I’m going inside.” Pythagoras, friendless
now, moped around Athens for a while, then drifted off to Brussels
where he married a girl named Harriet Sigafoos and went into the
linseed oil game. He would also certainly be forgotten today had
not Shakespeare written “ Othello.” )
But I digress. We were beginning a discussion of chemistry, and
the best way to begin is, of course, with fundamentals. Chemicals
are divided into elements. There are four: air, earth, fire, and water.
Any number of delightful combinations can be made from these
elements, such as firewater, dacron, and chef’s salad.
Chemicals can be further divided into the classes of explosive
and non-explosive. A wise chemist always touches a match to his
chemicals before he begins an experiment.
A great variety of containers of different sizes and shapes are used
in a chemistry lab. There are tubes, vials, beakers, flasks, pipettes,
and retorts. (A retort is also a snappy comeback, such as “ Oh, yeah?”
or “ So’s your old man!”
(Perhaps the most famous retort ever made was delivered by none
other than Noah Webster himself. It seems that one day Mr. Web
ster’s wife walked unexpectedly into Mr. Webster’s office and found
Mr. Webster’s secretary sitting on Mr. Webster’s knee. “ Why Mr.
Webster!” cried Mr. Webster’s wife. “ I am surprised!”
(“No, my dear,” he replied. “ I am surprised. You are astonished.”
(Well, sir, it must be admitted that old Mr. Webster got off a
good one, but still one can not help wishing he had spent less time
trifling with his secretary, and more time working on his diction
ary. Many of his definitions show an appalling want of scholarship.
Take, for instance, what happened to me not long ago. I went to the
dictionary to look up “houghband” which is a band that you pass
around the leg and neck of an animal. A t the time I was planning
to pass bands around the legs and necks of some animals, and I
wanted to be sure I ordered the right thing.
(Well sir, thumbing through the H’s in the dictionary, I hap
pened to come across “horse.” And this is how Mr. Webster defines
“horse”— “ a large, solid hoofed herbivorous mammal, used as a
draft animal.”
(Now this, I submit, is just plain sloppiness. The most cursory
investigation would have shown Mr. Webster that horses are not
mammals. Mammals give milk. Horses do not give milk. It has to be
taken from them under the most severe duress.
(Nor is the horse a draft animal, as Mr. Webster says. Man is a
draft animal. Mr. Webster obviously had the cavalry in mind, but
even in the cavalry it is man who are drafted. Horses volunteer.)
B u t I digress. We were discussing chemistry. I have told you the
most important aspects, but there are many more— far too many
to cover in the space remaining here. However, I am sure that there
is a fine chemistry lab at your very own college. Why don’t you go up
some afternoon and poke around? Make a kind of fun day out of it.
Bring ukeleles. Wear funny hats. Toast frankfurters on the Bunsen
burners. Be gay, be merry, be loose, for chemistry is your friend!
© M a x Shulman, 1954

This column is brought to you by the m akers o f P H IL IP M O RR IS
who think you would en joy their cigarette.
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Flick of the Wick

Ye O ld e and Sacred W ater
Tower; I t ’s H istory o f S trife

By Jack Hill
Some of the readers of The Flick of
the Wick have asked me how I could
possibly see all these movies and go to
school too. The answer’s simple, I
don’t. M ost of the flicks I review are
forecasts like the weather, and some of
the time as far off base.
,
There’s going to be a Chrtoon Car
nival tonight to fill in the space before
a shore flick entitled, Princess of the
Nile. The princess falls short on cos
tuming and plot, but the cartoons sup
ply a surprise package of laughter
every few minutes. Tw enty minutes of
cartoons pry this show up to a 2.0 but
don’t look for any authenticity for a
history course.
Speaking of authenticity, The Black
Shield of Falworth will ruin your H is
tory I mark. It’s a story of a peasant
of noble birth struggling to reinstate
the name he bears in the court of the
king. H ollyw ood should take a lesson
from the authenticity once displayed a
decade ago with a masterpiece like
Gone With the Wind. T on y Curtis and
wife (Janet Leigh) co-star in this an
cient horse-opera providing another
big fat 2.0.
Gone With the Wind is com ing to
Durham. Clark Gable, Vivian Leigh,
the late Leslie Howard, Olivia D eH avilland, Thomas Mitchell, all give a
memorable and remarkable perfor
mance. This flick is a work of art and
I have seen it three times, myself, and
intend to see it again. This is the cri
teria which H ollyw ood refuses to meet
today. W h y? They claim the people
don’t want art, they want sensation.
Gone With the Wind Is Both. A 4.0
to this flick with special mention of
thanks to Darryl Zanuck.
Paul Douglas stars in an English
fiick entitled High And Dry. There’s a
clever caption that goes with a more
clever plot, “ W h o says that Scotch
doesn’t mix with w ater?” A captain of
a barge that’s more like a scow, gets
an American businessman’s shipment
of Scotch to deliver. The businessman
sees his scotch meeting a terrible fate
and decides to guard it with the care
that all good scotch deserves. Because
of no samples given to the audience, a
3.5 to a marvelous highball.

Going, Going, Gone

Pinned: Caroline Sullivan, Alpha Xi,
to Bill Jones, Theta Chi; Betty Cam
eron to Don Varney, Kappa Sigma;
Joan Smith Burdett to Jim Patjiaka,
Kappa Sigma.
Engaged: Leslie W illiams, Alpha
Chi, to Louis Newman, Theta Chi, ’54;
Diane Rudnick, Alpha X i, to Irving
Goyonsky, Laconia; Janice Leavitt,
W est Newton, to Joe Barry, Theta
Chi; Ruth E. Koepish, N.J. College, to
Paul W ilson Sullivan, H etzel; Elsa
Horter, Alpha Chi, to Edward R ed
dish, U.S. N avy; D orothy Meserve,
Chi O, to Jack Hill, A T O ; Ferae H ayhurst, Verm ont Junior College, to
Sherm Gouldirig, Lambda Chi. Con
stance Hawes, Keene Teachers Col
lege, to Richard Guyette, H etzel; Nan
cy French, Alpha Chi, to Ed Brooks,
ATO.
Married: Betty Hartwell, Schofield,
to Donald W illougby, U.S. A rm y;
Gladys Meron, Berlin, to Bill A rm 
strong, Acacia; Lorraine Gustafson,
Portland, Maine, to Ken Frye, Acacia;
Ruth Richardson, Theta U, to Gene
Murphy, Acacia.

by P eggy Ann Shea

T h e water tow er located at the rear of N esm ith H all was built
in 1922 to replace a much smaller one. W ith the tow n of Durham
located on a plain, the water must be elevated to obtain the necessary
pressure for pum ping to the homes. This water tow er and the one
in back of Scott H all are used by Durham and the U niversity.

Two U N H Students
Win Highway Contest
Cash awards were recently made to
two engineering students of the Uni
versity as a part of the H ighw ay Con
ference held in Durham. Awards were
donated by the New Hampshire G ood
Roads association and the state branch
of the American Society o f Civil En
gineers for the best papers on Geomet
ric Design of H ighways and H ighway
Safety.
Charles Snow, a senior civil engi
neering student was a top place winner
with Robert J. Prowse of the N. H.
Department of Public W orks. Snow
won his award for a paper entitled
“ Elbow R oom on the R oa d ” in the ge
ometric design competition.
W inner of a prize in the safety com 
petition was Gordon E. Penny, senior
at the University for his paper “ H ow
Close to Death do you D riv e?” This
paper appeared in part in The New
Hampshire for Dec. 16, 1954 in connec
tion with the Safe Driving edition.

Rifle Team Defeated In
Close Match A t Dartmouth
The U N H Varsity Rifle Team lost
a close match to the Dartmouth Col
lege team on Dec. 15 in a match at
Hanover.
Dartmouth,
last year’ s
league champion, had a three point
lead, 1413 to 1410. H ow ever, even the
loss gives much to look forward to, for
any score over 1400 will win the great
majority of the collegiate matches.
High scorer for the match was Andy
Bushong for U N H with 289 points.
The other top scorers for U N H were
Hammond,
284;
Philbrook,
281;
Northridge, 279; and Betz, 277.

Commons Cook Is Suicide
In Somersworth Dec. 20
Jean Marie Fortin, a 33-year old
vegetable cook at the University ended
his life by shooting himself in his Som 
ersworth home on Decem ber 20.
Fortin was a native of Somersworth
and a graduate of the schools there.
H e had served in the second W orld
W ar and had been employed as a cook
at the University recently. It was re
ported that he was ill and despondent
prior to his death.____________

Frosh Exceed G oal
The class of 1958 has exceeded its
Memorial Union Fund goal by over
$2000. Pledging from freshmen total
$20,537.
Pledges from 711 freshmen took
their total over the top set at $2,537
and with an additional $297 pledged by
transfer students the total rises to
$20,834.
Student pledges over a two year per
iod have reached the $93,500 mark at
the finish of the 1954 drive.
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KODAK CAMERA

W ID E S E L E C T IO N
HERE

The old tower in back of Nesmith Hall
had a famous and interesting history in
volving the annual poster fight between
the freshmen and the sophomores. If the
sophomores were able to have a certain
number of signs posted around the
campus at seven o’clock on the morning
of the first day of classes, the freshmen
were required to abide by the rules which
might be printed on the posters. Each
sign usually carried the heading F R E SH 
M EN followed by a listing of the rules
and regulations written in such form as
“ Thou shalt n o t'— ” and ‘The freshmen
of wisdom shalt not — ” .
_ As at that time there was no Orienta
tion Week, the freshmen were unpre
pared to tackle the upperclassmen. As a
result they would awake on the first class
day to find the campus from the railroad
station to Fairchild Hall covered with
hundreds of these posters. One of the
favorite places for hanging these signs
was the old water tower.
Tower Guarded
As time went on the freshmen grad
ually learned of the poster fight and
placed many members of their class
around the campus to take the posters
down as soon as they were erected. The*
old tower was always well guarded by
both classes and many fights resulted
when the frosh challenged the sopho
mores. Each year these fights increased,
and they became quite dangerous as the
students fought at the base, on the ladder
and at the top of the tower.
When the new tower was erected, the
faculty decided that this sport, if con
tinued, might someday have disastrous
results. President Hetzel decided to paint
the letters NH, such as those worn by
college athletes, on the tower, declaring
that the students would respect anything
which contained this symbol. The letters
were painted on the tower, and this place
ceased to be used. A few years later the
poster fights were abolished altogether.
Sacred Letters
During the following years, with sub
sequent paintings, the symbol NH lost its
significence and a U appeared in front of
the other two letters making UNH . The
letters were respected by the students for
32 years until this past September when
the present freshmen class painted its nu
merals on the tower.

Nominations Open
For Pettee Award
The annually awarded Pettee M e
morial Medal is awaiting nominations
for its 1955 recipient. The Alumni
Meritorious Service awards are also
open for nomination for 1955.
The Pettee medal is awarded annu
ally to a present or former resident of
New Hampshire who has perform ed
outstanding service or who has made
commendable contributions
to
the
State. The medal is in memorial honor
of the late Dean Charles Holm es Pett
ee who served the University for 62
years as professor and dean. This
year’s award will be the 15th consecu
tive award. Nominations are sought
from alumni and others to be sent to
Alumni H ouse before April 1 accom 
panied by a biographical sketch of the
nominee.
Last year the Pettee medal was
awarded to Mr. Laurence F. W hittemore, a member of the Board of Trus
tees of the University, for his out
standing representation of N ew E ng
land industry.
Meritorious
Service Awards are
made at the Reunion luncheon in June.
These are made to alumni on the basis
of outstanding loyalty and efforts on
behalf of the University. Recent
awards have been made to Mr. Perley
I. Fitts ’20, State Agriculture Commis
sioner; Austin I. Hubbard ’25, poutryman and member of the Board of Trus
tees of the University; Thom as L.
Snow ’24, former president of the
Alumni
Association;
and Beverly
Swain Pow ell ’39, secretary o f her
class.

Serving Chinese-American Food
OPEN DAILY AT 11:00 A.M.
Orders To Take Out

SUN-SUN RESTAURANT
513 Central Ave.

Stop in and let us help you select the
model that’s right for you . . . and
for your pocketbook. Popular reflextype models, folding cameras, mod
ern box cameras, fine “ miniatures,”
and high precision cameras . . . they
all take pictures indoors and out, in
color as well as black-and-white.

ROBERT P. ALIE
Doctor of Optometry
Hours 9-5
and by
Appointment
Closed Wed.

The Wildcat
Durham, N ew Hampshire

Dover, N. H.

450 Central Ave.
Dover, N. H.
Over Newberry's
Tel. 2062

Eyes Examined
Prescriptions Filled
Prompt Service on Repairs
of all Types
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M eet Cancelled

Five Dual Meets
Coming Sports Events

W ildcat Trackmen O pen Season
A t Bates A nd In Y.C. Relay
by Pete Allen

Freshman and Varsity basketball
vs. Portland Junior College
(6:15 q and Springfield (8:15)

Jo n Riisnaes and Dick Field
Jum p at Lake Placid Event
by Pete Allen

Saturday, Jan. 8

V arsity winter track captain E d R oy, w ho placed in four events
at the Yankee Conference meet last spring-, will lead the varsity into
their first indoor meet with Bates C ollege at L ew iston, Me., on
January 15. A t the same time a four-m an mile relay team will com 
pete in the Yankee Conference relay race to be held at the B oston
Garden.
Roy, who corner from Amesbury,
Mass., will lead coach Paul C. Sweet’s
strong group of weight men including
Tom Johnson, Armand Desruisseaux, and
Dick Spaulding. Johnson, a junior from
Contoocook, placed second in the weight
and shotput events in the opening meet
with Bates last winter before going on
scholastic probation. Desruisseaux has
been steadily improving in the 35-lb.
weight event, while sophomore Dick
Spaulding will enter both events. Spauld
ing broke the freshman discus mark last
year.

Friday, Jan 7

Veterans Bernie “ Soupy” Campbell of
Hampton; Frank Danehy of Arlington,
Mass.; and John Fish wilfibe running the
dashes. Campbell and Fish will be joined
in the middle distance runs by Gordon
Penney of Gorham, Andy Keyhoe of
Nashua, Stuart Morse of Keene, and
Don Crandall of Dover. Crandall, the
former Yankee Conference half mile
champion, was captain of the cross coun
try team this fall.
In the mile and two mile Paul will
(continued on page 5)

Varsity hockey at Colby
Monday, Jan. 10
Varsity and Freshman basketball
vs. Bates Varsity and freshmen
at 6:15 p.m.
Varsity hockey at Tufts at North
Shore Arena at Lynn, Mass.
Tuesday, Jan. 11
Varsity hockey vs. Norwich at 4:00
p.m. here
Varsity basketball at Rhode Island
Wednesday, Jan. 12
Freshman hockey vs. Exeter at
3:00 p.m. here
Freshman basketball vs. Exeter at
3:00 p.m. at Lewis Field house
Freshman ski team at Proctor Aca
demy
Thursday Jan. 13

1955 FRESHMAN CAMP

Varsity hockey vs. Rhode Island at
3:30 p.m. here
Freshman hockey at New Hampton

Counselor Applications

“ A moderately honest man with a mod
erately faithful wife, moderate drinkers
both, in a moderately healthy house: that
is the true middle class unit.”
— G. B. Shaw

JANUARY 3-13

“ If you gently touch a nettle it’ll sting
you for your pains; grasp it like a lad
of mettle, an’s as soft as silk remains!”
— Scan O’ Casey

N . H. Hall

C. A. Lounge

Need A Haircut?
UNIVERSITY

DON'T MISS A GREAT OPPORTUNITY

BARBER

SHOP

T w o U N H varsity skiers were am ong the top scorers at the
Lake Placid, N. Y ., ski ju m pin g event last week. Jon Riisnaes, sec
ond am ong 16 class A jum pers, and D ick Field, third in Class B,
attended the meet from U N H .
Riisnaes com bined 209 and 206 fo o t jum ps for 217.4 points, six
less than winner A rt D evlin accumulated. D evlin, o f the host Lake

2 7 Gridmen A w arded Varsity
Letters By Athletic Council
There were ten seniors among the 27
University of New Hampshire football
players awarded varsity letters by the
Athletic Council here, today, including
several starting members of Coach Chief
Boston’s Yankee Conference champions.
Among the seniors winning letters was
Billy Pappas, All Yankee Conference
quarterback for two years, third team All
American choice on the Associated Press
small college selection, and rated by sev
eral selectors as the top New England
passer of 1954. Pappas, who hails from
Manchester, has now won three varsity
letters in football, three in basketball,
and one in baseball.
Chief Boston will also lose Paul Ashnault of North Conway, an All-Confer
ence guard for two seasons; and AllConference ends, Steve Mazur and Mar
shall Litchfield. Mazur is from Franklin
and Litchfield from Braintree, Mass.
Other seniors winning letters this year
were guard Bill Geoffrion of Laconia,
end Malcolm Kimball of Newton Junc
tion, Alan Girrior of Amesbury, Mass., an
All-Conference tackle; and halfbacks
Harry Beaudin of Manchester, Art Valicenti of Weymouth, Mass., and Neil Serpico of Biddeford, Maine.
Junior letter winners were Ed Cantwell
of Melvin Village, Bob Connolly of
Bangor, Me., Marcel Couture of Somersworth, Dick Gleason of Wellesley, Mass.,
Ed Murphy of Nahant, Mass., Gerry
(continued on page 5)

Bill Zartman wants to
What effect
would an advanced
degree have on
my opportunities
for advancement
at Du Pont?
W illiam N . Z a rtm a n is studying for a B.S. in Chemical Engineering at the
University o f Illinois. Last summer he worked in the Technical Laboratory at
D u P on t’s Chambers W orks to gain industrial experience. H e has not yet
selected a permanent employer, however; and right now he’s asking the kind
o f questions which will help him select the right jo b and plan a successful career.

Sheldon Isakoff answers:
Dr. Sheldon Isakoff received his Ph.D . degree in
Chemical Engineering from Columbia University
in 1952, doing his graduate research work on the
problem o f heat transfer in liquid metals. Since
graduation he’s been engaged in fundamental re
search work at the D u Pont Experimental Station,
Wilmington, Delaware. D r. Isakoff is now a R e
search Project Engineer in the Engineering R e
search Laboratory.

Are you interested in resenrch work?
About 2000 D u Pont scientists are cur
rently engaged in research, aided by some
3500 other employees. Laboratory facilities
o f the highest quality are available at the
D u Pont Experimental Station near W il
mington, and elsewhere throughout the
country. Full inform ation about research
work at D u P ont is given in “ T he Story o f
Research.” W rite for your cop y o f this free
28-page booklet to E. I. du Pont de N e
mours & Co. (Inc.), 2521 Nemours Build
ing, Wilmington, Delaware.

RES. U.S. PAT.OFF.
BE T T E R

THINGS

IFOR

...THROUGH

BE T T E R

LIVING

CHEMISTRY

WATCH “ CAVALCADE OF AMERICA” ON TELEVISION

An advanced degree would undoubtedly have a favorable effect
in technical work, Bill, but let me enlarge on that just a little.
In my own field— chemical engineering— a doctorate is consid
ered to be evidence of demonstrated ability in carrying out
original research. An advanced technical degree is therefore
helpful in obtaining work in research find development, where
that skill is definitely important. You might say it gives a man
a head start in proving his ability in those areas.
It’s less important in some other areas, though. For example,
in production or sales whrk a manifest ability for handling
human relationships is just as important for advancement as
technical competence. I f an engineer is sold on production work
or sales, a graduate degree in marketing or business adminis
tration might be more helpful to him than advanced technical
training— in getting started.
But I ’ve noticed this at Du Pont. Once a man lands a job in
his chosen field and actually begins to work, his subsequent
advancement depends more on demonstrated ability than on
college degrees. That’s true throughout the entire company—
in scientific work, administration, or what not.
So an advanced degree is not a royal road to anything at
D u Pont, Bill. But when coupled with proved abilities, an ad
vanced technical degree is unquestionably helpful to a man in
research and development work. It often gives him a chance to
demonstrate his abilities more rapidly.

Placid Sno Birds, soared 217 and 205
feet on his two jumps from the 70-meter
j ump.
Form hurt senior Dick Field’s scoring
as he jumped 203 and 200 feet.
Lyndonville Meet Cancelled
. The Lyndonville, Vt., invitational meet,
which was scheduled for last weekend,
was called off, extending the varsity
schussers’ opener <to February fourth,
when they will compete in the Dartmouth
Winter Carnival meet. The squad will
enter open contests on weekends until
then, as well as regularly practicing at
Garrison hill in Dover and in Durham
when weather permits.
Five Lettermen Return
Five lettermen from the squad which
last year defeated every college team in
the East on at least one occasion, but
which finished second in most of the
multiple meets, will form the nucleus of
this year’s Wildcat entry. Captain Ber
nard Brown of Laconia, Jon Riisnaes of
Norway, Dick Osgood and Dick Field of
Auburn, Me., and Sid Pilgrim of Berlin
will be the veteran point winners in the
field.
The Wildcats will also be counting up
on Hazen Gale o f Intervale, Robert Col
lins of Sunapee, Andre Lamoth of New
port, David Bowles of Wonalancet, Paul
Hastings of Lebanon, and Earle Blood of
Durham.

First Hockey Meet
Scheduled at Colby
Saturday Afternoon
When will the new hockey rink be
ready?
This is the question asked by many
of the student body this past week. A c 
cording to the Athletic Department
the new rink will not be in service until
the end of next week. A t this time it is
questionable
whether
the
varsity
hockey squad will be able to play any
of its home games upon it this month.
However, it is hoped that the first game
played will be that played against
Springfield next Saturday. Meanwhile
the varsity pucksters are using the old
reservoir for their practice sessions
this w7eek as they prepare far their
opener this Saturday against Colby, at
Waterville, Maine.
Practice at Exeter
Last Tuesday night the team trav
eled to Exeter where they were able
to hold their first full gam e practice
session on a hockey rink this year. The
team took every advantage of their
short two hour stay by working the
puck continually around the rink
trying out their board rebounding tech
niques. Although the team did not
show themselves to be strong either
defensively or offensively, they did
look good for their first scrimmage.
Although the starting lin e-u ps for
this weekend’s game are not certain it
would be fair to guess that Coach Mar
tin will start the same team that he
started at the end of last season. This
line-up will probably consist of Stiles,
Johnston, and Hall on, the first line;
Githens and Childs at defense; and
Barry in the goal. As for who Pepper
will use on his second line it is hard to
say for he has many prospects. A m ong
these are Poirier, Parker. Tw om bley,
Chamberlain, and Sullivan. W ith the
limited amount of practice that the
team has received this past week the
game should prove to be an interesting
one.
Colby Game Toss-up
Colby like New Hampshire also de
pends on natural ice for their practice
session and therefore should be an
equal match
for the W ildcats this
weekend. Next M onday, however, it
will be a different story, for New
Hampshire travels to Lynn to play a
very strong and determined Tufts
hockey squad. Already this year Tufts
has won many of its contests including
a win over Boston University 10-5.
The Jum bo’s have a big edge over the
W ildcats in the fact that they have
been skating as a team since the middle
of Novem ber and New Hampshire has
only been skating as a team for less
than a week. Although the Jum bo’s
out-class the W ildcats at this time, you
can rest assured that New Hampshire
will never give up trying to defeat the
strongly favored Tufts squad.

D elaw are Leads Cats
Bow l bound Delaware’s Fighting
Blue Hens dominated the all-oppo
nents team selected by the University
of New Hampshire for the 1954 grid
campaign.
Beaten only by Delaware, a team ap
pearing in the Refrigerator Bow l
against Kent State, the W ildcats also
named three from Maine, tw o from
Brandeis, one from Rhode Island and
one from Massachusetts.
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Intramural Standings

Wildcats Leading Small
College In Field Goals

League “ A ”
L
W
1 0
ATO
1
2
Theta Chi
1 1
SB
0
0
East-W eat
2
0
AG R

by Louis Georgopoulos

League “ C”

The University of New Hampshire Cagers resume action yes
terday when they traveled to Storrs, Conn., to play a powerful Uni
versity of Connecticut team. Th e Court W ildcats then will play host
to a fine Springfield C ollege club, tom orrow nite at 8 :30.
In an effort to prep for a tough schedule ahead, Coach Bob Kerr,
invited the B ow doin quintet dow n to Durham during the past X m as
vacation period. T he U N H club defeat B ow doin 82-80 in the first
gam e of the season for both teams, on D ec. 1, 1954. A s these tw o
teams w ill not meet again this year, they scrimm aged each other
several times during this past week.
B illy Pappas, w ho had taken -ill prior to the vacation period,
worked out with the team last Wednesday. Billy was confined to
his bed due to a run dow n condition, and headaches which started
during the St. Anselm’s game. Pappas "
—
"
~~
did not play in the Vermont game until Freshman Hoopsters Open
the second half, but is expected to start
against the Yankee Conference leaders, Against Portland Friday
Connecticut.
The Cats have won Bowdoin, Lowell
Freshman basketball candidates are
Tech, and M IT, while losing close games working out under Coach Andy Mooradto St. Anselm’s and Vt. But, the W ild ian at the field house at the University of
cats lead the nation’s small colleges in New Hampshire in preparation for the
field goal percentage, with a 44.6 record. opening game with Portland Junior Col
Their opponents have converted 37.2 of lege on Friday.
their shots. The Cats have made good
Prospects of a rangy starting five are
65.5% of their free throws to their op bright with 26 boys on the squad who go
six feet or over in altitude. .
ponents’ 61.7%.
According to NCAB figures, sophomore
Among the better known schoolboy
Frank McLaughlin, is sixth in the nation stars are Ed Christy, an All-New Eng
in percentage of shots converted with land selection, who played for Ports
57.5%, and is 18th in the nation in scor mouth high and Maine Central Institute;
ing. Billy Pappas ranks 30th in points Wes Wheeler, an all-stater last year at
scored per game.
- Concord high; Hugh Marshall, who cap
The Wildcats also have outrebounded tained Exeter high and Hebron Academy;
their opponents 288 to 194. The man re William Hazen, an all-state Class C se
sponsible for this record is Ken Emery lection at Henniker high; and two former
from Monroe, N. H. He was eighth m Gorham high stars — Don Dimick and
the nation in rebounds with an average Robert Ledger — who made the Class B
all-state team last year.
of over 23 rebounds per game.
Four of the Wildcat starters were scor
A squad of about 25 will be carried
ing in double figures prior to the vaca during the season.
tion period. McLaughlin was averaging
25.6 points per game, Pappas 17.6, Greg
“ Liberty means responsibility. That is
St. Angelo 12.0, and Ken Emery 10.8.
why most men dread it.”
But, Coach Bob Kerr, is still drilling
— G. B. Shaw
his cagers hard, as he knows records
don’t win games. Bob Michel, a veteran
of last year’ s squad, is still out with a
torn ligament, and must consult a doctor
in Boston this week.
Frank McLaughlin who also had to be
taken out of the Vermont game due to
illness, will start against Connecticut.
Connecticut ranks as one of the top teams
in the nation, and only last week was
edged-out 66-65 by Dartmouth in the
N.E. Invitational Tourney. Should the
Wildcats come within twenty points of
this fine Conn. team, it would be con
sidered moral victory.
_______

Gridmen A w arded

w

IN T R A M U R A L S P O R T S

League ‘‘ B”
L
W
1 0
Phi Alpha
U
0
Alexander
by M ary Emanuel
0
0
Hetzel
0
0
PhiDU
W e lco m e back to another year o f fine Intramural Sports, spon
0 sored by the Senior Skulls. T h e first day after vacation found three
0
TK E
excellent contests on tap. Phi Alpha edged-out T K E 18-14, P iK A
League «D »

w

L defeated Lam bda Chi 33-27 and Theta K ap trounced Gibbs 59-22.
0
P rior to the vacation period, Theta Chi w on over A G R 55-30,
0 and Sigma Beta gained a victory over A G R ._________________________
1
Leonard Novak’s Phi Alpha team
0
In the third contest of the evening, it
3 came from behind to edge-out TK E. Dick was a case of too much power on Theta
Portnoy dropped in nine points to pace Kap’s club. Pete Gallarani and Bob
the Alpha men. With three minutes to Brophy each registered twelve points to
play, Phi Alpha tied the game up at 14- lead the attack. Pucci stared defensively
all. But then Dick scored two more bask for the victors, and also managed to
ets to put the game on ice. Don Hutch- score four baskets and two foul shots,
ingson scored eight points to lead the for a total of ten points.
losers attack.
Small but powerful PiK A, knocked
*58 Hockey
Four skiers who were outstanding in Lambda Chi off first place, as they edged
Durham
schoolboy competition last year will form them out 33-27. P iK A now not only Jan. 12 Phillips Exeter
New Hampton
the nucleus of Coach Ed Blood’s fresh leads in the All-Point Trophy, but also Jan. 13 New Hampton
Jan. 15 Brewster Academy
Durham
man ski team at the University of New are tops in their basketball league.
Hampshire this winter.
Feb. 5 Tilton School
Tilton
Don Stone and Quick were high scorers
Consistent winners in interscholastic
Feb. 8 Brewster Academy W olfeboro
for
the
PiK
A
men,
as
they
both
dropped
competition were Herbert Adams of
Feb. 11 New Hampton
Durham
Bethel, Maine, a four event skier for in eight points. vFor the losers it was Feb. 12 Phillips Exeter
Exeter
Jack
Abraham
also
with
eight
markers.
Gould Academy; Eugene Boisvert who
starred for Lebanon High and Vermont
Academy; Arthur Demers, also of Leb
anon, the National Junior Champion in
cross country and combined; and Alfred
Lane of Littleton.
QUALITY MERCHANDISE AT
Also out for the freshman team are
Gifts
Sox
William Hayes of Ipswich, Mass.; James
TERRIFIC SAVINGS
Anderson of East Greenich, N. Y . ; John
Suits
Slax
Andrew of Portland, M e.; Sanford Bis
Reductions 2 0 % and more
hop of Springfield, V t .; Roger Clark of
Shirts
Skirts
Lebanon; David Chase of Durham; John
Radios
Eckels of Laconia; Ross Mullins of Con
Books
cord; William Murthey of Pittsfield,
Phonos
Shoes
Mass.; Harry Patten of North Conway;
David Sage of Fish Kill, New Y ork;
Records
Gloves
Winfred Sanders of Shrewsbury, M ass.;
and David Solomon of Franklin.
Jewelry
Jackets
The Kittens have dual meets scheduled
with K U A and Proctor Academy, and
Sweaters
Slippers
will participate in sponsored open meets.

PiK A
Hunter
Lambda Chi
SAE
Englehardt

1
1
1
1
0

L
0
1
1
1
1

Acacia
Fairchild
Theta Kap
Military
Gibbs

2
1
1
0
0

Freshmen Skiiers
Prep For Opener

JANUARY CLEARANCE SALE

“ When a man teaches something he
does not know to somebody else who has
no aptitude for it, and gives him a cer
tificate of proficiency, the latter has com
pleted the education of a gentleman.”
— G. B. Shaw

Clothing
Topcoats
Ski

W ear

BRAD

M c lN T I R E

OURHAM.NEW HAMPSHIRE

Raincoats

^

Furnishings
Sportswear

ALL SALES CASH AND FINAL

. . .

(continued from page 4)
O ’Neil of Gloucester, Mass., Jim Perkins
of Keene, Wes Pietkiewicz of Windsor,
Vt., A1 Robichaud of Franklin, Charles
Sowerby of Keene, Don Swain of La
conia, Jim Walker of Portsmouth and
Dick Muello of Arlington, Mass.
Sophomore awarded varsity letters
were Billy Hall of Nashua, Phil Montagano of Johnston, R. I., Ted Wright of
East Providence, R. I., and Alton Amidon of Newport.
A managerial award went to Jason
Clark of Laconia.

Track . . .
(continued from page 4)
have Don Vedler o f Durham,_ captainelect of cross country; Russ Williams of
Bedford Hills, N. Y . ; Jim Penney of
Gorham; and Ron Hanson of Melrose,
Mass. Hanson, freshman captain of cross
country team who was undefeated in four
dual meets, will become a sophomore at
the end of this semester, haying entered
college in February, but will miss the
opening meet with Bates.
Jere Beckman of Seabrook; Dave Hil
ton of Wells, M e.; Frank Belanger of
Nashua; and Walter Kett of Newton,
Mass., will wear the blue and white in
the hurdle events.
Danehy will enter the broad jump,
while in the high jump Beckman and
Hilton will be joined by Mai Purrington
of Ware, and Maurice Carter of River
side, Conn. Carter and Hilton will also
pole vault along with George Church,
who placed in the Yankee Conference pole
vault event last spring.
Paul Sweet is anticipating some in
dividually outstanding performances which
may over come the team’ s serious lack
of depth in several events.
Other new candidates for the team in
clude senior Ken Lyons; junior Don A t
well ; and sophomores Allan Larrabee and
Jensen Borsay.

V

''
o

O

RABBIT W ATCHING
BASEBALL GAME
THROU GH KNOTHOLES

AERIAL VIEW O F
MARSHM ALLOW ROAST

Jim De Haas
Michigan State College

♦DROODLES, Copyright 1953
by Roger Price

Ann Antine
C .C .N .Y .

C I G A R E T T E S

:

" it s to a s te d "
-fo t a s t e

I

/
b e fte r-

STUDEN TS ARE ECSTATIC about Luckies. That’s the word,

“ Selfsacrifice enables us to sacrifice
other people without blushing.”

Fine Furniture
For O ver 5 0 Years
Serving Dover and Durham

E. MORRILL

Lucky Droodles* are pour
ing in! Where are yours?
W e pay $25 for all we use,
and for many we don’t use.
So send e v e ry orig in a l
Droodle in your noodle,
with its descriptive title, to
Lucky Droodle, P.O. Box
67, New Y ork 46, N. Y .

EX-SHERIFF’S BADGE

R O M A N FIGURE SKATER

Norris Edgerton
Virginia Polytechnic Institute

Michael Scoles
U.C.L.A.

straight from the latest, largest college survey ever. Again,
the No. 1 reason Luckies lead in colleges over all other
brands, coast to coast ■
— border to border: Luckies taste
better. They taste better, first of all, because Lucky Strike
means fine tobacco. Then, that tobacco is toasted to taste
better. This famous Lucky Strike process tones up Luckies’
light, good-tasting tobacco to make it taste even better.
So be smart, like the student in the Droodle above, titled:
Lucky smoker swinging in hammock. Swing to Luckies your
self. Enjoy the better-tasting cigarette . .'. Lucky Strike.

FURNITURE C O .
421 Central Avenue
Telephone 70

Bettea taste Luckies...
© A . T. Co.

PRODUCT

LUCKIES TASTE BIITER ..C(Wie/i(Frtesk&i,StvtootWi
OF

A M E RICA’ S LEADING

M ANUFACTURER

OF

CIGARETTES
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Summer In Paris Anyone?

Santa Comes To East

Applications are now being accepted
for the Yale-Reid Hall Summer Ses
sion in Paris it was recently an
nounced. Under the direction of Prof.
Theodore Anderson of Yale, the six
w eek’s course is open to qualified men
and women who have two year’s work
in college French.

Freshm an R ushing w ill be inaugurated with a convocation on
Tuesday, February 1, to acquaint prospective rushees with rushing
procedure, the follow in g five weeks will be filled with numerous ac
tivities for rushees. A ll Fraternity H ouses will be open to Freshm en
on W edn esday nights from 6:30 to 9:00. There will also be invita
tion smokers
and weekend functions for Freshmen. On M onday
nights the rushees w ill be visited in their dorm s by fraternity men.

Students leave N ew Y ork in June,
take tours of Normandy, M ont St. M i
chel, and the Loire Valley before study
in Paris. Residense is in Reid Hall, a
Paris mansion, and after the session
furthur tours of France are planned.
Information may be had from Prof.
Anderson,
133 Hall of
Graduate
Studies, Yale University.

Oslo School Invites
University Students

The Observer . . .

Annual summer session classes are
being mapped by the University of
Oslo, O slo N orway for American stu
dents in many fields.
Classes in English
Each year the Norwegian university
plays host to students from all across
the United States who study music,
language, history, and science. Classes
are conducted in English and transfer
credit is given for study in Norway.
See Prof. Chapman
In past years University of New
Hampshire students have attended
these summer courses in considerable
number. Information concerning the
school and scholarship grants may b
secured from Prof. Donald Chapman
of the geology department, Conant
Hall. Prof. Chapman spent a year’s
time in N orway studying geology and
is local sponsor for the O slo school
summer session.
The University has had an unusually
large representation at the O slo sum
mer school in past years. There are
several students on campus at present
w ho can give further information.
A m ong them are Ann Meader, Chi
Omega, Jean Millane and Shirley
Richardson of Thete Upsilon.

(continued from page 2)
response to a given challenge by
China, or by any nation, will com 
pound rather than correct our difficul
ties. W e must measure our acts in
terms of our goals, and if our goal in
the Far East is stability and peace, we
can scarcely accomplish it by the ex
treme military and naval measures pro
posed by some of our associates.
In subsequent columns, I shall dis
cuss the China question more systema
tically. T h e point I should now like to
make is this: There is no “ quick solu
tio n ” in China. One of the unpleasant
but inevitable facts that we have to
face as a world power is that some
how, in some way, the Chinese main
land is today under the effective con
trol of a Communist named Mao Tsetung, who does not like us and who
will get the better of us wherever he can.
The abuse he will heap upon us is part
of the price we pay for being a world
power, and we must be prepared to pay
it. When we reply to Mao in moderation
and patience we act not out of weakness,
but out of a determination not to let the
molehill of animosity create the mountain
of atomic war.
Mao has his problems, too. He must
think of overpopulation, hunger, indus
trialization, and the trade essential to
China. If he does not solve these prob
lems, he will join his predecessors in
defeat. In the meantime, or perhaps in
definitely, we shall have to sit it out,
making the most of a bad situation that
we can.
President Eisenhower will reach no
greater height than he did when he re
minded us that violence cannot produce
peace, and that in the atomic age patience,
and not impulsive military action, de
mands courage. And patience is borne of
confidence in ourselves, our system, and
our future.

EXPERT

Radio Repairs
H. M . LEWIS
8 Mill Road

Garrison Hill Ski A rea To
O p erate Throughout W e e k

Little Girl and Friend meet as East West Hall holds its Christmas party
for children. East West was only one of the many dormitories, fraternities and
sororities which held parties for children from orphan homes and needy chil
dren of the area. Parties were held as part of the annual holiday celebrations on
campus due to the vacation beginning on December 18. Gifts, games, and re
freshments a-plenty were provided by students and consumed in huge quan
tities by guests. Christmas parties and the annual Christmas Concert climaxed
the holiday season on campus.
“ There is the same world for all of
us, and good and evil, sin and innocence,
go through it hand in hand. T o shut one’s
eyes to half of life that one may live
securely is as though one blinded oneself
that one might walk with more safety
in a land of nit and precipice.”

• ...Y w r w m

C o lle ge 
r -C la s s

Pipe
JUtna (Hater
FILTER PIPE *3 ®° & * 5 2 2

IN C L . t O
F IL T E R S

Medico’s filter strains smoke of nicotine, juices,
tars, flakes. When filter turns brown, throw it away
with all the impurities it has trapped. Replace
with fresh filter for m ild, mellow smoking.
Actual pipe has your own college letter on bowl

FRANKLIN
DURHAM, N. H.

UPTOWN

Week Beginning Friday, January 7

THEATRE
DOVER, N. H.

Jan. 7-8

Tony Curtis

Janet Leigh

Sun.-Mon.

Jan. 9-10

HIGH A N D DRY
English Comedy
Tues.-Wed.

Thurs.

Jan. 6

SIGN OF THE PAGAN
CINEMASCOPE

(in technicolor)

Jan. 11-12

G O N E W ITH THE W IN D

Starring

Jeff Chandler
MGM's Finest Musical
In Spectacular Color

Deep In My Heart

Matinee Both Days at 2 P.M.
One Evening Show Each Day At
6:30 P.M.

Jose Ferrer
M erle Oberon
Helen Trauberl

Thurs.

Jan. 13

DESPERATE M O M E N T
Dirk Bogardo

M ai Zetterlin

could do much to improve the bookkeep-'
complexity on university operations; plus
mg.
simplified and improved procedures to
‘Key Personnel’
provide more elasticity in work loads in
M ajor recommendations to the trustees
the face o f increasing enrollments, while
included “ additional key personnel to
Notice
at the same time taking advantage of
assist the treasurer (M r. R. C. Magrath),
opportunities for increased internal con
All students wishing to enter the
and alleviate the impact of growth and
trol.” The reporting company was critical
poster contest for the carnival are
of the fact that no general ledger is kept
reminded that the contest closes
at the University and that responsibility
Fri. Jan. 7. Rules for this contest
for complete checking of certain accounts
have been posted in Hewitt Hall.
was vested in one person.
The carnival ball is to be semiThis audit report was prepared after a
formal this year as it was last year.
similar report from the Legislature Budg
et Assistant Remick H. Leighton recom
mended improvements in the bookkeeping
Permanent W aving
practices of the University.
of the board of trustees, Mr. Frank W .
Randall was quoted as follows, “ the re
and
41-page Report
port has been received in its entirety and
Copies o f the 41-page report were filed the trustees are in the process of a full
Hair Cutting
with the governor, Hugh Gregg; gover review. It is evident to the board that
OUR SPECIALTY
nor-elect, Lane Dwinell; Mr. Leighton; the financial operations of the university
and the office of Mr. Edward D. Eddy have been managed soundly without en
Phono 389
Jr., administrative officer o f the Uni tailing an undue amount of funds for this
versity.
M AIN STREET
DURHAM, N. H.
management.” Also the chairman of the
In reply to the report the chairman board commented that expansion of the
business office in line with university de
velopment was being planned.
v
E. M. LOEW'S
Expansion; Improvement
“ The board has asked members of its
financial committee to work with the
officers of the administration in the care
THEATRE
ful consideration of the recommendations
of Arthur Anderson and company and in
PORTSMOUTH, N. H.
implementing these recommendations,”
Thurs.-Sat.
Jan. 6-8
the statement from the board chairman
concluded.
Now Through Tuesday, January 11
Spokesman for the University stated
that the school Had grown considerably
CINEMASCOPE and COLOR
since the institution of the present sys
tem of record keeping. Suggested expan
Starring
sion as well as the improvement of busi
ness procedures was endorsed.
Cinemascope and Color

C I V

CARMEN JONES

with

and guest stars
Rosemary Clooney
Tony M artin
Jane Powell
Cyd Charise

I o

1 Star Is Born

Pearl Bailey

Starting Fri., Jan. 7 for 1 Week

Vivian Leigh

(in technicolor)

C lark Gable

A u d it Company Finds U niversity
Bookkeeping System "Reliable”

The directing force behind Freshman
Rushing will be the governing body of the
14 fraternities, the Interfraternity Coun
cil. In addition to regulating rushing and
pledging, the council coordinates all fra
ternity functions and activities. To aid
in carrying out it’s aims, the council has
set up the following committees: Help
Week, Publicity, Songfest, Judiciary
Board, Homecoming Dance, Rushing
Rules, Scholastic Achievement, Services,
and Brochure.
Council Delegates
The council membership consists of two
men from each fraternity, a delegate, who
is a member of the Senior Class, and an
alternate, a member of the Junior Class.
The alternates become delegates the fol
lowing year.
The IFC has the power to pass rules
and resolutions pertaining to rushing, ini
tiation rules, and to regulate interfraterni
ty activities. Through the Judiciary
Board, the council is empowered to de
termine the guilt of any violator of Inter
fraternity rules, and can punish the viola
tor as it sees fit.
Foremost among IFC-sponsored activi
ties are the Homecoming Dance, which
is sponsored in conjunction with IDC,
Song Fest, Help Week, IFC Banquet,
IFC Workshop, and the Freshmen Rush
ing and Orientation Convocations. In ad
dition, IFC publishes the Freshman Rush
ing Handbook, the Fraternity Handbook,
and a Brochure to the National Interfraternity Conference.
IFC Gives Awards
The IFC makes several awards during
the year. Included among these are a
plaque for the fraternity showing the
best scholastic improvement during the
previous year, a plaque for the fraternity
donating the highest percentage of blood,
and a Good Citizenship Plaque, which
reads: “ To that citizen of Durham who
in the eyes of the council has performed
outstanding services to the dommunity,
the faculty, the administration and stu
dents of the University of New Hamp
shire.” IFC also awards a $400 scholar
ship to an incoming freshmen male and
a room and board scholarship to a needy
and deserving foreign student.
Information Ready
Any _Freshman who desires more in
formation about fraternities and rushing
can obtain it by contacting either the fra
ternity presidents or any of the follow
ing IFC members: Norris Browne, Theta
Chi, president; Jerry Wentworth, Alpha
Tau Omega, vice president; Pete Gallerani, Theta Kappa Phi, Secretary; Bill
George, Lambda Chi Alpha, treasurer;
Howie August, Phi Mu Delta; Dick LaFond, Sigma Beta; Bob Hicks, Sigma
Alpha Epsilon; Lenny Novak, Phi A l
pha ; Dick McKelvey, Phi Delta Upsilon;
Rod Mooney, Tau Kappa Epsilon; Bill
Zimmerman, Pi Kappa Alpha; Greg St.
Angelo, Kappa Sigm a; Evard Elmgren,
Acacia; and Bud Albin, Alpha Gamma
Rho.
v

Lynch's
Beauty Shoppe

M ED IC O

BLACK SHIELD OF
FALWORTH

The Garrison Hill Ski area will run
7 days and 7 nights a week conditions
permitting. Tw o new slopes have been
added this year to make a total of 5 slopes
and 3 trails at the present time. The area
is serviced by a 1000 "ft. electric tow.
Garrison hill will be the site of the ski
events in connection with the annual
U N H winter carnival in Feb.
The U N H freshman and varsity ski
teams will use Garrison Hill for train
ing purposes this winter. For snow condi
tions reports call Durham 298.

A n audit report has been filed by the A rthur A nderson com 
pany
of B oston with the Trustees of the U niversity regarding- the
— Oscar Wilde
disputed bookkeeping practices of the school. Th e report finds the
U N H financial statements to be “ reliable,” but suggests im proved
techniques for the sch ool’s account keeping department.
A m o n g the suggestions of the report it was stated that “ in
creased internal con trols” and “ simplified and im proved procedures”

Durham

Fri.-Sat.

Freshman Rushing Convocation
T o Inaugurate Fraternity Rush

Starring

Sun.-Thurs.

Jan. 9-13

3-Ring f r a
Starring

COLONIAL

Judy Garland
James Mason
STARTS Wed.

NOW !

Jan. 12

Deep In My Heart

Dean Martin
Jerry Lewis

Cinemascope and Color

Vista Vision and Technicolor

Jose Ferrer
M erle Oberon
Helen Trauberl

with

PORTSMOUTH
Tel. 847

ENDS FRI., JAN. 7

There's No Business Like
Show Business
6 GREAT STARS
cinemascope and technicolor
STARTS SATURDAY
Dean Martin

JAN. 8
. Jerry Lewis

3-Ring Circus
VistaVision and Technicolor

t
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PA G E SEVEN

Two U N H Students
Named As Delegates

Casas Survivor of Spanish
School’s Oral Exam System

Singing In The Snow

by Ellen Terry

W ith examinations com in g up, m ost U N H students are boning
up busily for tw o and three-hour sessions with the blue books. But,
according to Prof. A lb erto Casas, if you were a student in Spain
you w ould be getting ready for orals, not fast scribbling.
Prof. Casas, w hom most of us know as a professor of Spanish
and humanities at U N H , was born and raised in Spain and has been

y:-. v;>;; ,

through the rigorous Spanish school
system. About 50 out of 1,000 who start
in the Spanish schools get through the
Bachillerato, which is equal to our high
school plus three years of college.
In the bachillerato one studies about
five courses per semester and passes them
by oral examination. These exams may be
one-half hour to three hours in length.
They have their advantages, Prof. Casas
says, because if the student misinterprets
a question or goes off on a tangent the
professor can head him off and steer him
in the right direction.

since the city itself is full of famous
museums and historical sights, while
others are not far away in neighboring
cities and countries.
Politics In Mind
Another favorite passtime of Spanish
students is taking part in political con
troversies which arise. The students love
to demonstrate in favor of the side they
choose to take, and the government
listens with respect to these reflections
of the students’ will, for it knows that
from the select few who achieve this
degree of education will come the leaders
of tomorrow.
There is a dreaded comprehensive ex
amination to be taken at the end of the
seven years — on top of all the other
exams the student has taken — and if he
fails it, no degree!
After enjoying the advantages and pass
ing through the rigors described here in
small part, Prof. Casas was ready to go
on and do graduate work. However, along
came the Spanish Civil War, which dis
rupted Spain 1936-39. Prof. Casas came
to America and earned his M.A. and
Ph.D. at Columbia University. His office
is filled with books in many languages,
so one might imagine he still feels close
to Europe, although he is happy to be in
America. And he has brought some of
Europe to the students of U N H !

E A ST H A L L SE R E N A D E before Christmas is presented by a group of
No Elective System
coeds with the Christmas Spirit. Prior to the Christmas holiday several groups
There is no elective system; all seven
including the Christian Association, Mortar Board, Senior Skulls, and Blue Key
went caroling about campus buildings and in Durham residential districts. Car years are prescribed. Emphasis is placed
oling parties became popular as snow lent the proper atmosphere for Christmas on the humanities and the development
of the whole man. By eighteen years of
songs and the cold feet which usually acompany them.
age a student can speak up for himself
with real assurance. In the graduate
school, those who go on enjoy more free
dom and are permitted to walk and talk
with their professors as, says Prof. Casas,
Aristotle’s students walked and talked
over philosophy with him. There is no
major in the bachillerato. Those who are
Last night a dinner was held at St. interested in a specific trade are encour
George’s Episcopal Church to discuss aged to go to vocational schools. Howr
and reevaluate the position of religion ever, almost no one need go into voca
in the college scene and particularly at tional training, as some do here, for lack
Scheduled speakers for the Student U N H . The group included representa of money. Tuition in the major universi
Church have been named for 1955 by tives from each of the housing units, ties of Spain is very low. Many can work
Chuck Phillips, Council Chairman for the members of the University Reli and go to school, provided they register
the student directed church. Nationally gious Council, and the advisors for our for the “ libre” course study, which has
Lord Justice Singleton of London**
known leaders in religion, college campus religious organizations. P ro unlimited cuts and gives credit to those
chaplins, and local professors have fessor Donald C. Babcock opened the passing the exams by study and as much ruled that “ A husband who takes an
been named to the list of 1955 speakers. meeting with remarks pertinent to the class attendance as is possible for them. odd shot with an egg at his wife is not
Five delegates from the Centennial discussions which followed.
The regular course has no outs allowed cruel, but if he goes on doing it. es
A m ong the topics considered was
pecially with a hard-boiled egg, it
Council of the Y W C A -Y M C A at Law 
at all.
might be cruelty.”
rence, Kansas will give a report of this the possibility of initiating a schoolIn Old Barcelona
wide
program
to
increase
awareness
of
event at the Student Church service
■ Prof. Casas attended the University of
Judeo
—
Christian
ideals
and
their
place
January 9. The follow ing week Prof.
University of New Hampshire’s 1954
Barcelona where he received the equiva
Donald Babcock of the philosophy de in our educational system. No decisions lent of batchellor’s degree. Other well- football team, champions of the Yankee
were
made
but
the
group
plans
to
meet
partment will be guest speaker. The
known universities in Spain include Sala- Conference, played before 28,500 fans in
Rev. Mr. H enry Hayden, Protestant again in the near future to further con manaca and Madrid. Prof. Casas tells us four home games at Cowell Stadium, the
sider
the
matter.
The
group
extended
minister to students will be speaker on
largest number of fans to ever see the
its thanks *to the ladies of the church something of student life in Barcelona;
January 23.
there are many occasions for field trips, Wildcats play at home.
for
the
dinner
served
and
expressed
Feb. Speaker
its sincerest gratitude to the Rev. Jona
During February, speakers will in than Mitchell for the use of the facilities.
clude the Rev. Mr. Richard Johnson of
St. Paul’s School in Concord,.the Rev. of the history department will also be
Mr. Hayden, Dr. Harold Ehrensperger speakers in March.
The Rev. Mr. Hayden will be
of Boston University, and Dr. M ay
nard Catchings. Dr. Ehrensperger has speaker at the Easter Service on April
Completely Reconditioned and Fully G uaranteed
just returned from India where he 17 and other sneakers that month will
taught Drama at the University in be from Colby Junior College, A m 
Madras. Dr. Catchings is a noted N e herst, and Boston.
Call Your Local Chevrolet Dealer
The worship center designed by
gro who is now Intercultural Relations
secretary for the National Y M C A .
members of the arts department will
March speakers will include Dr. be dedicated early in the second semes
Sp.encer Parsons, chairman of the ter. Christmas gifts were given by the
Board of Preachers, at Harvard, and Student Church of C A R E packages to
Dr. Elwin W ilson, Protestant chaplin former foreign students, a gift to the
Newmarket, N. H.
Telephone 15
at the University of Maine. The Rev. W alter Plumer fund, and to the W orld
,
Mr. Hayden and Prof. G. R. Johnson Student Christian Federation.

S tudent Church
Speakers Named
For Semester

Evaluate Religion
In College Scene

Candidate and alternate choice for
the annual International Farm Youth
Exchange delegate from New Ham p
shire this year are U N H students.
Miss Cynthia Record has been chosen
delegate, and Mr. Robert Bauters al
ternate.
Miss Record, choice of the State
I.F.Y .E . Committee, is a junior soci
ology major in the college of liberal
arts. A native of Lyme, she has been
active in the operation of the family
625-acre farm as well as in 4-H ,
Grange, Pilgrim Fellowship, dramatic,
and recreational work. Last year she
won a trip to Chicago as a result of her
accomplishments in 4-H work. She
has selected Ireland as her first choice
country to visit. Sailing will be in June
after an orientation course in Wash.
The I.F.Y .E . program ’s objectives
include promotion of understanding
am ong nations. Under it selected
young people from each state of the
union are sent to foreign countries to
live and participate in the every day
lives of the natives. Upon their return
they are expected to explain to A m er
icans the impressions and experiences
they have had. A recent candidate,
Martha Grace Travis spent a year in
France and later returned to U N H to
takke her degree. Other N. H. delegates
have lived in Wales and Sweden.

Cramming
for Exams?

Fight “ Book Fatigue” Safely
Your doctor will tell you — a
NoDoz Awakener is safe as an
average cup of hot, black cof*
fee. Take a NoDoz Awakener
when you cram for that exam
. . . o r when m id-afternoon
brings on those “ 3 o’clock cob
webs.” You’ll find NoDoz gives
you a lift without a letdown. . .
helps you snap back to normal
and fight fatigue safely!

F or a Better Used C a r . . .

,arse ®conomy *'z®
15 tablets O Cr
J * (for G re e k Row and
Dorm s) 6 0 tablets —

m j)o z

G re a t Bay M o to r Company

W hen a roommate gets you
a blind date with
his younger sister. . .

and she turns out
be a real doll

that's PURE

i

SAFE AS COFFEE

pleasu re!

re pleasure... S M O ^ E G A IM

cigarette is so rich-tasti
yet so mild 8

P. S. No other brand has ever been able to match the pure pleasure in Camel's exclusive
blend of costly tobaccos! That's why Camels are America's most popular cigarette!
R. J. Keynolds Tobacco Co.. Winston-Salem, N. C.
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Jones, Magrath On
Student Conference
At West Point, N.Y.
A t the Sixth Annual Student Confer
ence on U.S. Affairs held at the United
States Military Academy from Dec. 1
through Dec. 4 were two students dele
gates from U N H , Douglas Jones and
Peter Magrath.
The conference which was attended by
student conferees and senior guests from
over 50 U.S. and Canadian Universities
as well as students of the Military Acad
emy had as its topic The National Se
curity Policy of the United States and
was split into two sessions.
At the first session two addresses
blocking out some of the political and
economic aspects of the national security
policy were given by Major Gen. James
M. Gaven, Assistant Chief of Staff, U. S.
Army and Paul H. Nitze, head of the
School of Advanced International Studies,
John Hopkins University.
These addresses provided common
ground for the second session which con
sisted of three day’s panel discussions by
the conferees and one panel discussion by
representatives from the State Depart
ment, Congress and the Defense Depart
ment.

Carnival Snouu Sure
Says Old Almanac
The 1955 edition of the Old Farmer’s
Almanac says we will have snow for
Winter Carnival, February 10-13. The
words of “ Your ob’d servant” , Robert
B. Thomas, will bring joy to the hearts
of skiers and relief to the hearts of
Carnival chairmen. Here is his prediction:
“A fine big blizzard during the first ten
days of the month will keep the ski lodges
open” . This is an ideal situation. During
the ten days previous to the weekend, the
conscientious can catch up on studies
while the campus catches up on its snow
accumulation. During ten days the slopes
should receive enough for even those who
ski from sun-up till the lights are turned
off at night.
Mr. Thomas also says “ No lounge liz
ard will enjoy this blizzard” , so here is
a warning. For those who still have
sweaters and jackets in mothballs, dig
them out! W e’re going to be knee-deep in
tons of snow!
The man who foretells this is Abraham
Weatherwise, the mythical forecaster of
the Almanac since 1792. He has been
doing this for 162 years, and he’s never
wrong! (W ell, hardly ever.) This year,
of course, he couldn’t possibly be wrong
in predicting the most needed material
for the biggest, the best, and the S N O W 
IE S T Carnival ever!

M ortar Board Sponsors BigLittle Sister G et Together

Outing Club

Mortar Board will sponsor a special
feature ito the U N H -B ates basketball
game on Janurary 10 when they will
sponsor a Big-Little Sister feature
whereby the Big Sisters will accom 
pany their Freshman Little Sisters to
the game.
The special feature to the game is a
part of Mortar Board’s objective to
keep the Big and Little Sister relation
ships between freshmen women and
•upperclassmen women alive during the
school year.
The Big Sisters will call for their
Little Sisters and will accompany them
to the basketball game as a group. The
Recital Tonight
feature is being run for ithe first time
EdwarcTYevy, a senior in the depart Janurary 10.
ment of languages, will present a piano
University of New Hampshire’s Ath
recital on Thursday, Janurary 6 in
letic Council has approved the award of
Murkland Auditorium.
T o be included in the concert are to eight varsity letters and eight sets of
be selections from the works of Scar freshman numerals in cross country for
the 1954 season.
latti,
Brahms,
Chopin,
Debussy,
Among those winning varsity letters
W eber, and Beethoven. Mr. Levy is an
were seniors Don Crandall of Dover, and
accompanist with the University Con
Bill Carpenter of Franconia. Underclass
cert Choir and has held that official po
men winning varsity., letters were Hazen
sition for three years, he is the pupil
Gale of Intervale, Peter Hood of Con
o f Prof. Donald E. Steele.
cord, Stuart Morse of Keene, Jim Penney
This concert is open to the public,
of Gorham, Don Vedeler of Durham, and
no admission is charged. Music majors
Russ Williams of Bedford Hills, N. Y.
are required to attend.
Freshman numerals went to Capt. Ron
nie Hanson of Melrose, Mass., John
Holden . . .
Alden of Lancaster, Arthur Demers of
Lebanon, Alfred Lane of Littleton, Phil
(continued from page 1)
Prof. Holden has taught in the govern Marr of Newport, Bill Randle of Lanc
ment department since 1947, and has been aster, Bernard Roy of Dover, and Dave
Worthley of Charlestown.
its chairman since 1950.
Managerial awards were approved for
With the winning of a Fulbright Schol
arship to teach in Asia, Prof. Holden Shaun Malloy of Gorham, Stuart Smith
makes at least the fourth U N H professor of Belmont, and Curtis McGrady of
to win such an award in the recent times. Eaton Center.
Last year Prof. Allan Kuusisto studied
University
of N ew Hampshire’s
and taught in Finland; Prof. Donald Athletic Council has announced the
Chapman of the geology department award of 25 sets of freshman numerals
studied in Norway a few years ago, Prof. in football.
James Faulkner of the language depart
W inning their numerals were Robert
ment in France; and Prof. George Hasle- A ckroy of Nashua; Robert Blackmar
rud of the psychology department was of Concord; John Bridges of York,
able to work in Japan under the Fulbright M e.; John Burnham of Laconia; R o b 
sponsorship.
ert Christensen of D over; David C og
gins of M anchester; Richard Cote of
W orkshop Plays . . .
Saco, M e.; Robert Crotty of Som er
ville, M ass.; Kenneth Davis of W ash
(continued from page 1)
ington, D .C .; L eo D riscoll of D orches
The last play, “ Queene’s of France” , ter, Mass.; Edward Fish of Dorchester,
is one qf the lesser known of Thornton Mass.; Richard Giardi of Manchester;
W ilder’s one-acts, but interesting nev James Hanley of Franklin; James
ertheless in the sense of the idea be Harris of Littleton; Len Harris of
hind it. The scene opens in a lawyer’s Greenfield, Mass.; Richard Hassell of
office in New Orleans in 1868. The plot Bradford; Roland H ow ard of D over;
revolves around the credulity of three Gerard Kenneally
of
Dorchester,
women, each of whom believes herself Mass.; Bruce M acLennan of Braintree,
to be the heir to the throne of France. Mass.; George Nicholson of Saugus,
Th e unusual dramatic situation creates M ass.; Milton Pappas of Portsm outh;
■a substantional amount of good, light John Pietkiewicz of W indsor, V t .;
com edy. The characters include Joan Stephen Tom pkins of Marblehead,
M cK enzie as Mile. Marie-Sidonie- Mass.; Philip Vachon of Manchester;
Cresseaux, Joan Ryan as Madame and Charles W hite of Hampton.
Pugeot, Cathryn Matsis as Mile. Pointevin, and Fred W ooster as M. Cahausac, the scheming lawyer.
W O M E N W A N TED
The W ork Shon Plays promise a
MAKE EXTRA MONEY
full evening of delightful entertain
ment. They were carefully selected in
Address, Mail postcards
view of what would appeal to the stu
spare time every week.
dents. Reserved seat tickets may be
obtained at the W ildcat and the B ook
BICO, 143 Belmont, Belmont, Mass.
store.
A Swim Trip to Manchester, Jan.
7. Leave the N otch via O C express
at 6:00 P.M . Bathing suits are a
must!
,
The first weekend ski trip is
planned to the area which affords
best skiing conditions. Leave the
N otch on Saturday, Jan. 8 at 1.00
P.M. Remember, Sitzmarkers, to
bring sleeping bag, skies, and ye
olde redde woolies.

W hittem ore and Lowe At
The University February 2

Sigma Xi Presents
Lecture On Heart
Public lecture sponsored by the Sig
ma X i Chapter of the University of
New Hampshire and by the Lectures
and Concerts Committee will be given
on W ednesday, Jan. 12, at 8:00 p.m.
in James 301. The speaker will be Dr.
Thomas J. E. O ’Neill, and the title of
his address is “ Surgery’s New Fron
tier— The H eart.”
Dr. O ’Neill is Assistant Clinical
Professor of Surgery at W om an ’s
Medical College of Pennsylvania and
Visiting lecturer at the Graduate
School of Medicine, University o f
Pennsylvania. He is a member of
many medical associations and has
done important-research in the field of
heart and lung physiology and surgery.
Dr. O ’Neill is the co-originator of a
number of standard operative tech
niques on the heart and lungs. H e is
the co-recipient of awards and citations
from the American Medical Associa
tion, and the French Resistance M ove
ment.
The heart is the last major organ in
the body to succumb to the planned
and deliberate aproach of the surgeon’s
spalpal. Ini recent months the most
com m on and fearful of all heart condi
tions, coronary artery disease, has
shown signs of yielding to the efforts
of the surgeon. Despite present accom 
plishments, the surface of this field of
endeavor has barely been scratched.
The lecture is open to the public and
should prove a most interesting reve
lation of modern medical research,
says the committee.

Light Comedy . . .
(continued from page 1)
— 198), before Feb. 4, 1955 as to its
plans for design to avoid duplications.
“ Bell, Book, and Candle” , by John
van Dintey will be this year’s Mask
and D agger W inter Carnival Play, di
rector J. Donald Batchelder announced
today. The cast will include Carolyn
Potter, Bill Bradley, Barbara Butter
field, Cornelius Van der Heuvel, and
Leonard Philbrick.

W hittem ore and L ow e duo-pianists
will be presented in New Hampshire
Hall by the Blue and W hite concert
series on February 2 at 8 p.m.
Billed as an “ extremely talented and
popular duo-piano team,” W hittem ore
and Low e return to campus after
playing to capacity audience here sev
eral years ago. T o be included on their
program are to be varied selections
representing the classic, romantic, and
the contemporary music schools. Many
of their selections will be of their own
arrangement. The team also makes a
speciality of popular music in their
own style.
1,000,000 Records
Presenting more than 80 concerts a
year W hittem ore and Low e were fea
tured on more than. 100 television pro
grams last year. M ore than 1,000,000
of their records have been sold.
D uo Since 1935
Both Arthur W hittem ore and Jack
L ow e hold Master’s degrees from
Eastman School of Music and have
collaborated as a team since 1935. They
have appeared with the New Y ork
Philharmonic, Cincinnati, and the B os
ton Symphony Orchestras.
Oscar Wilde defined the cynic as “A
man who knows the price of everything,
and the value of nothing.”
“ It is absurd to divide people into good
and bad. People are either charming or
tedius.”
— Oscar Wilde

Meader’s
Flower Shop
Flowers for All Occasions

G rad Study Grants
A number of foreign, study opportun
ities are open to American students
who will have completed baccalaureate
degree requirements in June 1955.
These opontunities are grants given
by foreign governments. Application
dates vary from Jan. 15 through
May 1. Countries included are Brazil,
Ceylon, France, Germany, Nether
lands, Switzerland, Cuba, Denmark,
Great Britain, Iran, Italy, Sweden,
Spain, and Austria.
Detailed announcements concerning
most of the awards are available from
Mrs. Hall in Dean Sackett’s office.

Auto Club Meets Tonight
The University Autom obile Associa
tion is holding its regular meeting to
night on the second floor of Murkland
Hall at 7 :30. Highlighting the meeting
will be a talk on the Tucker Car by
Skip Leeper.
Another rally is currently being
planned. The last rally held in late N o
vember, involving about 15 cars and 40
people ending at one of the m em ber’s
homes where the group saw movies on
auto racing.

SEE PAUL’S

for your
Watch Headache!
PAUL’S Jewelry
CENTRAL AVENUE
DOVER
Campus representative:

Corsages a Specialty

DICK CRESPI, Phi Mu Delta

TEL., DOVER 158

Tel. 5376

10 Third Street

Dover, N. H.

Free delivery and return.

A C a m p u s - to - C a r e e r C a s e H is to ry

“A lw a y s s o m e th in g n e w 9 9
“ Different types of work appeal to
different men,” says Donald O ’Brian

needs are always changing, there’s
always something new coming up.

(A .B ., Indiana, ’5 0 ) , in the Traffic

“ I started with Indiana Bell in 1952,

Department with Indiana Bell Tele

after two years in the Army. My train

phone Company.

“ For me, I’ll take

a job that keeps me hopping.

And

that’s just the kind of job I have.
“ You’d think that after two years

ing program exposed me to many dif
ferent kinds of telephone work—cus
tomer contact, personnel, accounting,
operations. I saw a lot of jobs which

For The Best Food in Town

I ’d have all the variables pinned down.

looked as interesting as mine.

Try

But it doesn’t work that way. When

much as I like the kind of work I’m

7

J ^ in a A

ay £

you supervise telephone service for

doing now, I bet I’ll like my next spot

thousands of different customers whose

even better.”

Restaurant

Don’s enthusiasm for his job is pretty typical of how

Juncture of Dover and Newmarket Roads in Durham

most young college men feel about their telephone

Student M eal Tickets $ 5 .50 for $ 5 .0 0

careers. Perhaps you’d be interested in a similar oppor
tunity with a Bell Telephone operating company, such

ITALIAN SPAGHETTI AND MEATBALLS TUESDAY

as Indiana Bel l. . . or with Bell Telephone Laboratories,

Ask Us About Drawing For

Western Electric or Sandia Corporation. See your Place

FREE MEAL TICKET
OPEN 11 A.M. -1 2 P.M.

SATURDAY 11 A.M. -1 A.M.

As

ment Officer for more information.

